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BATES

Robinson Players Will Present
<$even Chances' On Feb. 24-26
Ko on sale this week for
I ^nrrc"1 production of The Robr l pia>''-• "Seven Chances".
. .niirelv under student dillgjOSl ""
*
...
■ ,1 tin- play is now in intensive
!
be erlor lt <1 Dn

SMSI

'"'' *'"

P

" '

pTnings of Feb. 24. 25. and
26.

Ming »s advisor. Miss Lavinia
ffer has given over a large
I ScW"
of the responsibilities of di? to Stanley Moody ami Ricb-

fwebber.
Xorman Buker and Katherine
lifiui« head the large cast of the
I 0ffledy pJay'"8 Jirm™e Shannon
M Ann Windsor.
faced with tfie posseeing 12 million dollars
Isibifitv o!
Ifo trough his hands if he is unShannon

jhle w find a wife %vithin a matter
I ' 4»v«. Since he is a confirmed
I
,nd would like to stay that
I
it takes n's Dest ir'encl Meekin.
jived by Lawrence Cannon to con-

A party is arranged and Shannon
tries every technique to convince
each girl that she should marry
him.
The lawyers who must see that
Jimniie keeps his promise of marrying are Earl GoddarJ, Ian Ruchanan and Henry C-.risOn, Roderick
Nicolson. Richard Webber plays
Joe Spence and John
Moore is
Ralph Denby. Ri-hard Trenhohn is
George.
Elsbeth Thomes is Mrs. Garrison,
Valjean Ripley is Irene Trevor.
Joyce Lyons is Georgy Garrison,
Natalie. Connor is Lily Trevor, Barbara Muiv is Peggy Wood, June
Cunningham is Florence Jones, and
Martha Rayder is Betty Willoughy.
Robert Hobbs is Stage Manager.
Marian Fisher is in charge of MakeBernard
Piche,
internationally
Up. and Margaret Moulton \v;ll famous organ virtuoso, gave the
handle the lighting effects.
first in a series of annual free concerts for the benefit of the Cultural
Heritage classes and other interested students Friday afternoon at the
church of Saint Peter and Saint
Paul.

Piche Gives Organ
Concert For Bates

The Christian Association cabi- represent. Specifically, the report
Kt last Wednesday evening voted calls for voting delegates to be aps, favor of United Xations action pointed from within the cabinets of
j [he case of the allegedly rigged the member CA's whenever possiLason trial of Joseph Cardinal ble and for resolutions to be drawn
MSienty by Communist authori- up and circulated for discussion by
member CA's well before the June
•»; in Hungary.
I Paul Cox. who attended the cab- conference.
Robert
Foster. SCM General
lit meeting in Prof. Seward*s
taue to introduce the resolution. Committee member, presented the
paled that the Mindszenty trial is Bates committee's report for apthreat not only to the Catholic proval of the regional policy-makhnrch in Hungary, but to Chris- ing body 'at its meeting last weekend in West Newton. Mass. The
pnity throughout the world.
T'T- cabinet decided to request conclusions of the Bates .^roup and
iKeore'entative Charles Nelson to a strikingly similar report from
M his influence in Congress to- Brown University were synthesized
kard UN action in the matter. by the General Committee for presfording of the letter was referred entation to the legislative assembly
S Cox. Arthur Darken, and Patri- in June.
Supper Meeting Tonight
SnelL
The cabinet will be entertained this
ore Responsible Delegates
T'-f report of the New England evening by. Dr. and Mrs. Painter
ladent
Christian
Movement's at a special supper meeting in their
Jate> study committee on the basis home. Among the topics for after
' H significance of resolutions on supper discussion will be plans for
ajlic affairs passed by the SCM the showing of a movie. "Beyond
kgi.-lative assembly was read to Our Own", secured by the Faith
* cabinet by Glenn Kumekawa, Commission for Chase Hall Feb.
27.
^airman of the study committee,
Also on the agenda will be Robformulated at a meeting of the
indent-faculty committee at Mr. ert Foster's report of last weekplaster's home, Jan. 16. the re- end's General Committee meeting
ft recommends measures to insure and discussion of the basis and sigJfc: O-At-Ka assembly delegates nificance of the cabinet's resolutions
ft responsible to the CA's they on public affairs.

This new elector system, more
■democratic than the nominating
P'ts followed in previous elections,
P the result of a constitutional
pendment adopted by ihe CA
f*«M at its annual retreat last
IVil.

Name Daniel Krinsley
New Geology Instructor

Wiskup, Moody Lead
Lincoln Day Program

l^mniixion members will be in- lines from Lincoln's Gettysburg ad
I**M oi next Tuesday's meeting dress: "It is for us the living, raes
ther, to be dedicated here to the
later this week.
unfinished work which thev who
fought here have thus far so nobly
advanced. It is rather for us to be
here- dedicated to the great task
E*\Feb' 18: Stu-G Nominating remaining before us ... "
iT^'ice Election, Chapel, 9:05-

Calendar

Bates-On-The-Air

*'-. Feb. 19: Bates vs. North'w«. basketball.
Tomorrow
afternoon
at 4:30
*»-. Feb. 20: WAA Sports Day,
Bates-on-the-Air will present "Pignd
* Spring, 8:30 a. m. - 5 p. m.
l^on • Feb. 21: Faculty Round is Pigs" by Ellis Parker Butler
over Station WCOU. Taking part
Chase Hall.
in this production are "George
T 0ts
' Feb. 22: CA Commissions, Gamble, Herbert Bergdahl, Robert
m.
Hobbes. Richard Webber, and Lawed
-> Feb. 22: Bates vs. Univer- rence Cannon. "Pigs is Pigs" was
of
Massachusetts, basketball, adapted and produced for radio by
■"unity Concert, Sasha Gorod Bertram Palefsky. The engineer
will be Donald Thibeault.
• P'anist.
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Monday morning, Feb. 7, in the opening chapel service of the
new semester, the student body was regretfully informed by
Mr. Sampson that Ernest Moore, "Bates director of physical
education for men for more than ten years, had passed awav
Sunday evening at the Central Maine General Hospital after
a seven-week fight for his life.
Following the announcement, Mr. Sampson, who felt keenly
the loss of his intimate friend, conducted the chapel period as
a tribute to Mr. Moore. The student body joined in singing the
hymn, "My Fatth Looks Up To Thee" and Avon Cheel sang
the 123rd Psalm, "The Lord is my Shepherd"'. Mr. Sampson
spoke of how Mr. Moore was affectionately and familiarly
teferred to by everyone as Monte and of what a sense of personal loss he himself felt for a man who had been a dear friend
for many years. Mr. Sampson especially recalled how the word
"friend" figured so highly in Mr. Moore's life and how well he
had been liked by young people.
The entire group joined Mr. Sampson in a few moments of
silent prayer for Monte and repeated together the Lord"s
Prayer.
Fay Last Respects

Stu-G Plans For
Election Friday

Juniors, Seniors Meet
In Speaking Contest

Mr. Daniel B. Krinsley has been
appointed instructor in geology for
the remainder of the academic year.
Mr. Krinsley will teach geology
classes in the absence of Dr. Lloyd
W. Fisher, head of the department,
who is taking a sabbatical leave
during the second college semester.
Mr. Krinsley attended the University of Rochester, N. Y., and received his bachelor of arts degree
A special Lincoln Day program,
in 1944 from Brooklyn College. He
sponsored by Sampsonville couples
has done post-graduate study at
and under the leadership of Leon
the University of Miami, Florida.
Wiskup and Stanley Moody, was
A navy veteran of three years'
held in chapel Friday, Feb. 11.
service in the Pacific area. Mr.
The program consisted of the
Krinsley attained the rank of Lieureading of poetry by Wiskup and
tenant Junior Grade. He comes to
Moody and selections from the folBates from the Brown University
lowing: Steven Vincent Benet's
geology department where he has
•John Brown's Body": Walt Whitbeen doing graduate work for his
man's "When Lilacs Last in the
master's degree to be awarded to
Dooryard Bloomed"; and Marshall
him in June.
Lindsay.'s "Lincoln Walks at Mid-

-'"' students are imrted to meet
their commission groups at 7.
»M Tuesday evening to elect two
PMibera from their midst to repre- night".'
Mr. Waring, organist, played the
■»" them on a nominating board
P»ch will later formulate the CA ackground music for the selec|*<ion slate. Seniors on the pres- tions.
The central idea of the program
IJ Cabine* w«U automatically beP« lo the nominating board, as in was the short span of time which
T*> years. The names of candidates was brought out by the reading of
f* 1>oar(l selects for president, Marshall Lindsay's selection and a
I "President, secretary, and treas- short poem written by Lincoln.
| " will appear on the all-college
The program ended with a read^'°n ballot next month.
ing by Wiskup of the following

FEBRUARY

The tolling of the Hathorn Bell last Wednesday at 1:50 p.m.,
Ernest M. Moore
solemnly announced Monte's last hours on the campus, as hundreds of his friends filed into the sunlit chapel to pay last respects to their former friend, colleague, and teacher. The casket, at the head of the center aisle, was banked on all sides by
a colorful floral display—(just a few days before he died Monte
had told his wife that he wished there was some way in which
Helen Papaioanou, president of
This special recital offered a rare the money that would be used for flowers could be used for
Student
Government, announced at
opportunity to hear Mr. Piche per a scholarship).
last Wednesday evening's meeting
form his own as well as other famThe simple service was conducted by Dean Rowe and the
ous concert pieces at the powerful Rev. Lewis M. Brehaut, pastor of the United Baptist Church. of Stu-G that election of represen92-stop organ of the French cathe- The College Choir, directed by Mr. Waring, sang "The Lord's tatives to the nominating commitdral. The concert series was started Prayer". Rev. Brehaut pictured Monte as "a man who belongs tee will be held after chapel Friday.
because of the increased interest to everyone*. He emphasized that aside from being a good Feb. 18. at a mass meeting of the
shown by the students in his work sportsman himself, Monte taught others how to play the game. Student Government Association.
The nominating committee inal the organ, and this was verified He was foremost, though, a schoolman, a counselman, and a
by the apt attention paid by the friend. "Service, sacrifice, and fellowship," said Rev. Brehaut. cludes the president of Stu-G, exgroup of 175 or more that attended "are the three words which most completely describe Monte." officio and a member of cadi of the
four classes. These class represenon Friday.
Dean Rowe expressed the thought that this was Monte's
Bach's fugal syle was predomin- day of recognition, and he listed Monte's four outstanding loy- tatives are elected by preferential
voting.
ant on the program. Mr. Piche bealties as his home and family, sportsmanship, Bates College,
The committee nominates candigan with "Fantasie and Fugue in G and American youth. Dean Rowe related how Monte had come
dates for Student Government presMinor" playing the intricately wovup the hard way and was both fair and generous — "He was a
ident,
vice-president.
secretary,
en melodies with finessee and a
good loser and a graceful winner." Monte was a believer in
treasurer, senior and sophomore
good variety of register possible
youth, concluded Dean Rowe, and was known for his work in
representatives who are elected at
with the .large organ. The next
scouting, YMCA, and summer camps.
the all-college elections in March.
three Bach numbers were "PassacaActive bearers were Coaches Pond, Petro, Thompson, and This committee also recommends
glia and Fugue in C Minor". "Prelude and Fugue in D Major" and Heuther, and representatives of each undergraduate class, John House presidents and vice presithe "Little G Minor Fugue". The Driscoll '49, Walker Heap '50, Harold Cornforth '51, and Fred dents to be appointed by the Student Government Board.
recital was rounded out by his per- Douglas .'52.
formance of Cesar Franvk's "Chora' Born In Randolph
At
the meeting Cheerleaders
Number 3 in A Minor," and finally
Mr. Moore was born in Randolph, Me., Dec. 9, 1891. He Elaine Baraby. Grace Ulrich, and
the artist's own work. 'By The Sea",
was graduated from Gardiner High School in 1910 where he Ruth Bunten were presented with
a moving number in the Romantic
starred in baseball and was captain of the football team. pins from Stu-G.
impressionistic style.
Monte graduated from Bates in 1915, where he majored in hisThe 40-year old musician is a tory and government. While here he was captain of the football
graduate of Quebec Academy of team, pitcher on the baseball team, and president of the Men's
Music and was a student of Tourne- Student Council. Before coming to Bates in 1938 as director of
mire of Ste. ClotiWie in Paris.
Continued on cage two)

f ft Membership Elects Nominations
Committee Tues., Home Announces
The election of a committee to
fwinate the Christian Associa"on'- candidates for all-college elects will take place for the first
P* at commission meetings next
Mesday evening, President Nelson
Porne has announced.. All students
p>H have a chance to participate.

MAINE,

By Subscription

Bates Pays Last Tribute Prexy 'Guesses9
To Late Athletic Director Men Trade Roger Bill For Parker

vince him that it's worth the struggle to propose to seven different
girls.

[A Cabinet Discusses Mindszenty;
Forwards Report To Regional SMC

COLLEGE, LEWISTON,

The Junior-Senior Prize Speaking
Contest will be held next Friday
and Monday mornings during the
chapel -periods. Those selected to
participate in the contest
are
Charles Radcliffe, Lyla Nichols,
portunities for summer work, tra- Robert Hobbs and Glen Kumekawa.
vel, and study in Europe.
Tryouts were held last Sunday in
Helen Papaioanou and Stringfel- the Little Theatre.
low will attend the coming regional
For Friday's chapel period Lyla
meeting of the NSA in Boston.
Nichols will speak on the Cardinal
Mindszenty case and Robert Hobbs
Bell discussed with the commitwiil speak on some of the post war
tee possibilities of bringing movie
doldrums. During the Monday chaprograms which can be obtained
pel period Charles Radcliffe and
from the regional NSA for showing
Glenn Kumekawa will be the chapel
on campus. The list of available
speakers. Radcliffe will speak on
titles includes both short subjects
"The Common Man" while Glenn
and feature-length pictures:
Kumekawa will discuss "Bates ann
The committee talked about pos- Lewiston Relations."
sible ways of observing Brotherhood Week, Feb. 20-27. Since there
is not enough time to arrange an
elaborate program, preliminary suggestions were made for a chapel
program on Wednesday, Feb. 23,
which the Christian Association has
Mr. Arnold Westerberg, principal
agreed to sponsor.
of Edward Little High School, was

NSA Core Group Meets And Plans
Local And Campus Spring Projects
On Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 8,
the core committee in charge of National Student Association activities on the Bates campus met with
Helen Papaioanou and William
Stringfellow, the heads of the women's and men's student governments, to discuss NSA activities.
William Paradis has agreed to
work with Genie Rollins, domestic
projects chairman, to try to set up
the Purchase Card System in Lewiston and Auburn this spring.
William Dill, publicity chairman,
has had the monthly NSA News
placed in the periodical room of the
library. Later in the semester, when
Max Bell, international projects
chairman, has received more bulletins from the national headquarters,
the committee hopes to have a special display of information on op-

The annual Student Council sponsored Chase Hall tournament for
men will get under way today.
Chairman Theodore Belsky has announced that the chart of game arrangements would be posted in
Chase Hall today. Ping-pong, billiards, pool, cribbage, and bowling
are on the agenda of activities. If
it is possible to schedule, any who
have not signed up for the tourney
but who wish to participate mav
still do so by getting in touch with
William Sakamoto.
All who have signed up for the
tournament are asked to consult
the schedule in Ohase Hall and
make arrangements with their opponents to play their games. These
arrangements are left up to the
participants, but as the finals are
tentatively set for March 2, Chair
man Belsky hopes that the players
will start their games as soon as
possible. The participants will write
down the results of their games on
the chart in Chase Hall and from
this the finals will be arranged.

At the last meeting of the Jordan-Ramsdell Scientific Society, Dr.
Bale, of the University of Rochester Medkal School, spoke about
various phases of medicine which
are not too well known.
Although -he told a few facts
about the fields of physiology, biochemistry, and pharmacology, the
greater part of his speech concerned biophysics. He explained the use
of radioactive iodine in the treatment of cancer of the thyroid, and
mentioned one case in which it
worked miraculously. However, he
emphasized that it is unsafe to refer to a cancer as being cured: "The
only certainty of being cured of that
disease is that you die from something else."
The reason for the use of iodine
in such a case, rather than some
other radioactive substance, is that
iodine is concentrated in the tissues
of the thyroid gland. The radioactivity of the iodine acts on the
cancerous growth present, and de(Continued on page four)

munity and he believed that this
feeling could be augmented by a
program to make it possible for
more townspeople to enjoy Bates
football games. The major stumbling block in the past has been n
single price for all seats, regardless
of location or whether the purchaser
was an adult or child.
Under the new program that had
been worked out by the late physical education director, Mr. Moore,
a sliding price scale will be established for all non-series football
games. Prices would range somewhere from $1.50, $1.80 for reserved
scats, 90 cents to $1.00 for non-reScrved seats and 40 to 60 -ents for
grammar and high school students
in non-reserved seats. The college
will make use of both greater newspaper and radio publicity to inform
the public of the new price policy.

Semester Ranks
Dr. PhilHps praised the results
of the semester ranks. He declared
fhat an "all time low" of eight persons had been separated from the
college at the end of this semester
in comparison with 23 people a year
ago. He felt this indicated haro
work on the part of both the students and faculty.

Amalgamation
He went on to speak of the difficulties the Amalgamation Committees had run into in working out
a draft of a program for unifying
men's and women's student governments. A faculty committee has now
been formed to work with the student groups. When the project is
completed it will be submitted to
the faculty for approval and then
to the student body for final approval. All-college elections will take
place in March, regardless of amalgamation progress. Dr. Phillips de
clared.

Price Policy
The president also announced a
new pricing policy to make it possible for more people to attend
athletic events at Bates College. He
asserted that the College has buil
a store of good will in the com-

Extra-Curricular Activities
Another faculty committee has
also been formed, the president told
his student audience, to study extracurricular activities. A student subcommittee will later be assigned to
work with this faculty group.

Council Discusses Frosh Decapping;
Recommends Final Ceremony Re vision
Freshman rules, and particularly
the phenomenon known as the decapping ceremony, came in for its
share, and more, of the discussion
at Wednesday's Student Council
meeting. Arrayed against the remainder of the Council members
were John Grady, Arnold Alperstein, and William Perham, all of
whom gave the STUDENT representative the impression that they
favored keeping for posterity the
decapping ceremony as the freshman classes of the past two years
have known it.
Grady cited the results of a recent poll 'on freshman rules, indicating that the overwhelming majority of students answering the
poll were in favor of retaining the
decapping ceremony in its present
form. He said that if any sort of
representative government were to
exist on the campus, the council
must be guided by this part as well
as the remainder of the poll.
The other five members, exclud-

ing President William Stringfellow,
however, voiced opinions calling for
a bit more conservative and significant end, to frosh rules, traditions,
or whatever may confront the class
of '53. Several of these representatives believed that if the ceremony
were not changed quite drastically,
it would have to be dispensed with
in the future. Others attacked the
lack of what they considered to be
real humor in the acts which have
been staged.
"Clean it up but don't kill it" was
the conclusion reached as to what
to advise future Student Councils
in regard to this ceremony.
The NSA committee was authorized to set up a purchase card system at Wednesday's meeting. This
motion met with no discussion and
was passed unanimously.
It was announced that the Council sent a wreath to the funeral of
the late Athletic Director Ernest
Moore on behalf of the men of the
college.

Stu-C Appoints Simpson
To Fill Disnard Vacancy

FT A Has Talk Labor Representative
By ELHS Head

'Operation Antigos' b Chase Tourney Jordan Ramsdell Hears
NSA Summer Tonr Plan Begins Today Doctor Bale On Cancer
Tours to Mexico and Guatemala
jriay be available to interested Bates
students this summer. The National
Inter-American Travel Commission
of the National Student Associa
tion. with headquarters at the University of California, is planning a
series of such tours and in a recent
letter to the chairman of the Bates
NSA Committee, requested his cooperation in getting the program
into operation.
Tentative plans have been made
for three tours in "Operation
Amigos", as the program has been
named. The first tour will depart
from San Antonio and Los Angeles
by'air, and the students making the
trip will attend the- summer session
at the University of Mexico. Weekend side trips to local points of interest and a ten-day extended tour
of other points in Mexico and
Guatemala following the summer
session will be included. Departing
probably the last week in June, the
tour will last for nine weeks.
The second tour, six weeks in
(Continued on page two)

By Raymond Sennett
President Phillips revealed in his
"State of the College" address
Monday that it was his guess that
tuition will go up next year. He
gave no indication as to how great
an increase this might 'be but promised to give a full report on the
matter just as soon as he had all
the information at 'hand.
Housing Arrangements
Beginning with the fall semestei
Roger Williams Hall will be turned
over to the women and Parker will
be for freshman merf only, the
President
asserted.
Accommodations at Smith will be improved
with only three men assigned to a
suite rather than four as is the case
this year. The overflow will be
lodged in Barchvell House's three
and five-room suites.
He dwelt at considerable length
on the relative enrollment of the
college and the housing problems.
He asserted that the women's side
of campus as far as domitory space
is concerned is greater 'by nearly SO
more coeds than before the war.

Describes Conditions

Mr. Scott Hoiman, Lewiston
guest 'speaker at the Future Teach- CIO representative, spoke to the
ers of America meeting, Feb". 8.
members of the Gould Interna'"One very important objective tional Relations Club Feb. 8 in
that every teacher should bear in
Libbey Forum.
mind," said Mr. Westerberg, "is effective citizenship." Mr. Westerberg
His talk emphasized the labor
stressed the increasing importance conditions in the South and their
of the undertsanding of human reeffect on labor in the North.
lations. Due to this fact, he asserted
that a college student should not
Mr. Hoiman stated that big
concentrate upon his major field business was moving South because
alone, but should also take courses of cheaper labor to be had there.
in psychology and sociology in or- He also mentioned that labor in the
der to understand society and be South is not as well organized as
able to live with society harmoni- here m the North. Continuing he
ously. Teachere should also strive stated that about 500 people are
to teach their students their place unemployed at the present time in
not only in the physical world, but Lewiston because of business movalso in the world of men and soci- ing away. It is the problem of the
ety. It is of extreme importance that North to keep business here.
students be well acquainted with
Following Mr. Hoiman's talk a
world problems.
movie was shown on the CumberOther points every good teacher
land Area accentuating its diverse
must remember are that, as classlabor conditions. The film brought
room teacher, he must get to know
forth the negative aspects of this
his pupils; and that he should work
area of the South showing the disin cooperation with the principal
organization of labor, the lack of
toward a common goal.
unionization, and how labor was to
In conclusion, Mr, Westerberg be had almost for the asking.
presented FTA members with gue«i
At the conclusion of the talk and
tickets to attend the Androscoggin
County Teachers Convention, Feb. movie the members of the IRC directed questions to Mr. Hoiman.
14. '

The Student Council has announced the appointment of Wil
liam Simpson to the council. Simpson was elected by the Stu-C to fill
the vacancy caused by the graduation of George Disnard at the end
of last semester.
In such a case, the rules of '.he
Stu-C constitution require that the
new member be elected by the
council from nomination's submitted by either the president of the
Stu-C or by the other members ot
the council.
Accordingly, President William
Stringfellow submitted three nominations to the council, leaving the
members free to make any further
nominations. After discussion of the
qualifications and merits of each
nominee, the .council elected Simpson.
Simpson, who is a senior, is well
known as being one of the outstanding players on the varsity basketball team.
RADIO NOTICE
All students interested in participating in a WLAM radio se
ries are invited to attend a meeting of the Bates Radio Workshop
to be held Friday, Feb. 18, at 4
o"clock in the Chase Hall Radio
Room.
Because previous radio experience is not necessary, Mr. Stattel
would like to see all prospective
actors, directors, script writers, and
engineers.

^
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MONTE MOORE ...
Bates lost more than an individual when Monte Moore died
as athletic director: a rather imposing figure with his heavy
angular build capped with steel gray hair. To those who had a
chance to know Monte personally they realized how much Norman Buker, leading man in the current Robinson Players
more there was to him than his singular walk or his build or any production, "Seven Chances", has his choice of seven beautiful
cf the external features. And in retrospect there essentially are women. The girls are seated, Natalie Connors and Catherine
few isolated incidents by which one can demonstrate Monte's Evans, standing, left to right, Barbara Muir, Joyce Lyons, June
Cunningham, Martha Rayder, and Valjean Ripley.
personality. He was perhaps one of that rare type of individual
whose social relationship never went in spurts or had heights

never deceit, only honesty, never inequality, only genuine fairness, never affectation, only frankness. He was the type of person to whom one could talk and get a direct answer. He liked
one in return too and usually got it.

, Plays, Taxis
Part Of Jane's Week
by Betty Dagdigian

.Another highlight of this year's
meeting was the appearance of the
roll'fge board on the Bates Manufacturing Company's regular Wednesday evening television show. I:
was even more interesting, according to .lane, to see how a televis-

ion show is produced, and to be
able to see behind the cameras, than
to watch a show or be in it. Of
course by this time the group was
getting rather professional at posing and appearing. They had posed
for the traditional pictures used
throughout the year in the Bates
ads, and had had movies taken of all
their various meetings and rehearsals.
Evenings were spent in seeing
New York, going to plays, and
being entertained. Jane saw "Mr.
Roberts". "As The Girls Go", and
a performance by the Rockettes.
On their last evening in New York.
the whole group was entertained
at a party given them by the company at Club 21. They were also
the guests of Mademoiselle at a
party, and lunched with big wigs of
the American Merchantile Company
to talk about favorite college fabrics
and fashions.
All in all, the experience was an
interesting and enlightening one for
all the -members of the board. One
interesting bit of information Jane
received through her talks with the
girls from the southern colleges was
that what we consider a comparatively conservative policy of permissions and entertaining is, in reality, a truly liberal one in so far as
they were concerned. It seems as if
southern chivalry has been extended to the point of having to entertain the house mother, too, before
you can take a girl out on a date.

Student Federalists Meet

Tryouts For "Julius Caesar"

The Student Federalists met in
Libbey Forum last Tuesday evening
for their regular monthly meeting.
Club members listened to a "Town
Meeting of the Air" broadcast on
the subject of means to establish
world peace, in which Cord Meyers,
national president of the United
World Federalists took part.

Try-outs are being held this week
and next for Shakespeare's "Julius
Caesar". Students interested should
watch the main bulletin board for
exact time and place.
,Miss Schaeffer requests that all
who come for try-outs read the play
beforehand and have parts selected
for which they wish to try.

Perhaps there are few left who played for Monte when he

How would you like to room wi'h
coached baseball and football during the war. .If there are a Powers Model? Sounds interestany, and there's one anyway, they know how he handled the ing, doesn't it! Well that's what
feilows. He was quiet and slow; he never had to drive his men. Janie Waters did last week. She
spent six days in New York at a
They respected him and they listened to him. They always felt
meeting of the Bates Manufacturing
Monte's maturity, a maturity that was not forced, but one that
Company's College Board. Among
seemed to exist whole and proper within the man.
the members of the board were a
When Monte Moore died last week we know that we had lost married couple from Yale, two felmore than a member of the faculty, we lost a leader and a lows from North Carolina and
Georgia, and girls
from
Sarali
friend.
Lawrence. Sweet Briar, Radcliffe.
Texas, Colorado. South-Cal., and
Northwestern.
Janie's
roommate
BATES PLAYS LAST TRIBUTE
was from Northwestern, and a PowTO LATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR . . .
ers model to boot.
(Continued from page one)
According to Jane, most of the
week was spent running around in
taxis. Of course they made a few
stops, and most of their activities
centered around preparations for
the fashion show put on last Thursday at the Waldorf. Special accc<
sories even included shoes that had
to be fitted personally. The show,
though a half hour late in starting,
perhaps to let the always late society arrive on time for a change,
went over smoothly, each girl
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Ruth Frost Moore, Bates
V18, two daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth Moore Thompson and modelling two dresses by big name
designers and fashion magazines.
Mrs. Barbara Moore Jones, and three grandchildren,

physical education for men, Monte played semi-p.ofessiona.
baseball in some minor league teams for about ten years, receiving numerous athletic honors, and held various administrative positions at Fort Fairfield High School, Deering High
School, Revere High School, the Huntington School, and Wilbraham Academy.
-Monte was a member of the American Association of Health
and Physical Education, .Masons, Bates' College Club, and the
United Baptist Church in Lewiston. He was also a member ol
the Bates Faculty Discipline Schedule, and Athletic Committees.

loyal Friend
Mr. Sampson, who had been a close friend of Monte's for 30
years, emphasized Monte's loy_alty to his friends, and his friendly nature. He was very human in his relationships with everyone. He enjoyed a practical joke, a good story or a game of
bridge. From his college days he has been called Monte (Mountain) because he was so tall — a splendid physical specimen.
But he was biggest in his influence on youth, to whom he
preached the gospel of good sportsmanship. Monte was human
— he made mistakes — but his attitude was always friendlv.
Monte had his serious side, too» His sacrifices for hjs family
were many. He stood for the very best in life, and it ha-, been
said of liim that he never did a mean thing.
A Faculty committee is planning to draw up a resolution expressing their deep sorrow a! the loss of Mr. Moo'e. Co?ch
'! hompson has been appointed acting director of athletics until
action is taken on a new department head.

News From Sampsonville
By Phill Gordon

This lias been a busy week-end
for most Sanipsonvillites. getting
out the extra bods, making a few
additional meals, and ill general
'blowing off' that excess steam after
those by-yearly exams. '.< is all over
in»w, except the shoe'< of 'hose
things referred to as niarks. However, iate report has it that no one
here has been requested to 'vacation' due to poor grades. The old
familiar phrase 'next semester will
be different' is a note of every discussion.
Alumni Welcomed Back
Sampsonville
welcomed
back
three alumni: Edward and Shirley
Glanz; Don - and Penny Richter
and Stan - Madalyn
(Richards)
Freeman. All of these graduates
mane the point that they certainly
miss the Sampsonville Gang, and
enjoyed their brief visit. Don and
Carol Webber were hosts at a social hour before the dance Saturday
night. From rumor levels I understand that after the dance there
were various midnight parties; an
occasional late session gives us a
chance to keep that 'young spirit'.
Garcelon Snow Pile
No doubt many are wondering
what that big pile of snow outside
Garcelon House represents ....
It is our contribution to the snow
sculpturing. For those that do not
appreciate art it is a bit of sur-realism representing 'HARD WORK'.
The real truth behind that snow
pile is that intentions were good
but backs weak. June Gillespie
(Zimmerman) was the communities
agent on the 'Queen's court. Phil

Houghton carried the honors for
Bates in the skiing events.
New families: No. 1 Bardweil
House—Philip and Bette Sawyer
and daughter. No. 8 Bardweil House
—Dick and Bette Flanagan and
their daughter A transfer student i»
due to move into No. 2 Bardweil
House within the next week.
Margaret Inman was the honored
^uest at her 'surprise shower". Stan
and Margaret are the proud parents
of a 7 lb. 5 oz. baby girl.
The new semester has started—,
we're ready and waiting to match
our QI'R's with the non-bell and
chainers.
Thanks to all those that generously gave their services last week-end
as nf.by-sitters so that many of us
jo.il'l attend the Carnival functions.

Step Out For That Evening Snack To . . .

LEE'S VARIETY

STORE

Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all kinds
417 MAIN STREET
"The Store with Friendly Service"

Seems like ages since Carnival
after a week and a half of classes
but 1 just couldn't resist mentioning
a few highlights
*b°"t our
scanty-clad skating stars who got
frostbite - - - - successful dance
and. striking queen
the wonderful day at Poland Springs which
could bear repeating in spite of the
crutches seen around campus these
days - - - - the general consensus
is that the week-end was one of the
most successful ever
to the
great compliment of the planners - We almost lost our Queen last
Sunday as she stooped in the' road
digging a quarter out of the ice with
a bobby pin
as the cars went

a wh.le back - - .

seems (

sis*.- - ■ «•**;
a

the professors was cm,;,,., ""'of'
»ct.
and this gal factiousK
Veiled
to.
FORMER friend down lh
ero
>«»
stop him from tracki!n
8 up
snow - - - in answer !o wvscreamed out her mm(
'CH|
which point, the gir; ,jcr-"')lf
change her major -..-"."'
and l
too - - M\

Since turnabout is fair pjy and
variety makes for spicy livii g the
current play "Seven Chances" has
offered an opportunity for many of
the old faces to turn to new things
and new people doing different jobs.
We all hope that Sally rv
Actors have turned to the producbe back soon from her il|n * ^
New
to
"Bates
audiences
will
be
tion staff and Jhe backstage folk
The boys in Smith Hall h
"'
have cftme in front ■■! the footlights. Norm Buker and Kathy Evans. Elsdenly
become
world
eonscfc,
*
beth Thomes, Valjean Ripley, Rod
they've acquired several
As in no other play, st'idcn; d;- Nrcolson, Richard Trerrholm have
;
radios in order to catch • "^
rectorship has been gi.en -a " ,'e:er not been associated with rtobinsor.
broadcasts from France - . ■{*
emphasis. Stan Moody, who is re- Players before and are making their
skidding by - - membered for hi; leading roles in first appearance in this show.
attack an aerial they can
""'I
People are really cramming these Alaska - - - and the loudspj*'
"Pygmalion," "Joan of Lorraine,"
June Cunningham who has usu- days - - - the libe has been mobbed an excellent place for stortJTk
and "The Importance of Being
some juices so they say
Earnest" has had additional experi- ally handled things like properties nearly every night lately
ence in the Lewiston Community tnd costumes comes out from back- of us got a fright when we said
We wish to offer our coll •
Theatre and in summer stock at stage for the first time. Marty Ray- goodbye to our friends, - - - and
best
wishes and cor.grainijti "^
Priscilla Beach at Pl>month. For der and Joyce Lyons have both profs seem to be making up for last
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Ba
•
prompted
ffliows.
Bobbv
Muir
has
who I
this play Stan is taking or. the
semester when books were not so
recently set up housikeepj,
headaches of almost entirely con- turned from Dance Club this time available
ho hum - - College Street - - - fors B ," *
Been getting a large charge out
ducting rehearsals. The cast get a to appear in a different artistic ena nurse at C.M.G. - - .
deavor.
Bobby
will
not
be
an
unbig kick out of watching Stan show
of our referees at the games lately
What can a poor gai do ^
a little girl about five feet tail how familiar face since it wasn't too long - - - they must have gone to the
to walk, but agrees that ■ he keeps ago we saw her in the Queen's same school that Johnnie Fortunato she gets her dates conaised soiU
rehearsals on an even kee: and Court and last year as part of the went to - - - the falsetto YOU two fellows arrive toeirhtr \a JJ
knows how to spot trouble a-id cor- Modern Dance Club presentation CAN'T DO THAT has lately be- hel out - - - a friend of 0Wi.
at Pops.
rect it.
Hacker House solvij ;ho prohul
come a pass-word - - Jack
Moore
is
used
to
seeing
what
by
introducing them to each ofe!
A
couple
more
girls
are
joining
Working hand in glive with Stan
a play looks like from the light the ranks
as the girls upstairs made^l
Shirley Mann and
is Dick Webber, who although newboard but has switched to the stage Jo Cargill have recently been pinn- as to which one would win out-.
er to the theatre, aid:, the produced - - - our best wishes to them it really is amazing how you (,]
tion in working with smaller groups for "Seven Chances".
live so long on a campus brfot,
Not cvervone is doing something both
of the cast between full rehearsals.
Did you hear the one aDout a you meet the guy who goes Ca, I
Dick is a handy boy to have around entirely different. Buck Buchanan is
at a rehearsal since he can read again on stage and is remembered friend of ours who pulled a doozie with your girl - - parts while doing his own if some- for his performances in "Once in a
one is missing. Also, one can't stand Lifetime", "Bell for Adana", "Arms
disorder so keeps the cast clicking and the Man" and "The Importance
as well as putting some right to the of Being Earnest." Larr« Cannon is
no stranger either—"Joan", "Arms"
chaos backstage.
C. A. Public Affairs Commission
and "Importance" are a part of LarBefore the play was actually put
ry's repetoire. We've seen Nat Conin rehearsal, Stan and Dick worked
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CARDINAL MINDSZENTY
ner before, too. As Cecily Cardew
with Miss Schaeffer pooling their
force the church leaders intooppo]
in "Importance" she was a bright
By Paul Cox
ideas on the general groundwork of
sition to the Communist sorera-l
>pot on the stage.
A featured news article of ment, the squat, bald. Red Am,!
the comedy. What they came up
The sprightly comedy, which TIMiE-ly significance has served to
with is a composite of ideas which
officer, Rakosi. known in Budapenl
follow the rule three heads are bet- moves quickly from act to act will direct the attention of its readers as "Potato Head", decided to ul
ter than one. During rehearsals. be lots of fun both for the cast and upon the recent ideological ad- tionalize the schools of HungarjJ
the audience. With 12 million and vance oif the communists in HunMiss Schaeffer acts as advisor.
By centering all attacks on the <
seven girls to choose from, how can gary. The problem it creates, inclesiastical
leaders and mako|
Bob Hobbs who has had wide ex- Shannon lose? He doesn't, of course
sistant and .demanding, is such as them enemies of the "People's :-|
perience in acting in summei stock, but he gets mightily confused beto require immediate action on the
and Community Theatre as well as tween proposals which will arouse part of free peoples everywhere. mocracy", the loyalty of Huna
appearing in "A Bell for Adono". your interest and appeal to your Principal symbol of the struggle rians to the Church would be I
dermined.
"Twelfth Night." and "Joan of Lor- sense of humor.
which is occurring is Joszef Cardi- Mindszenty Resistance Leader
nal Mindszenty.
Last fall nationalization of
A secret, democratic election in schools was accomplished and t
November. 1945, gave the Hunga- cation became a Communist
rian people a free political choice, nopoly. Asserting the inalienaM|
and they did not choose commu- rights of parents to decide the
Add the following to your collecnism. To the astonishment of the cation of their children, a right r«
We've found our love, dear
tion of prize winners in the Bates
Russians, 57 per cent of the vote ognized by the UN General Asse
.'\t Carnival time.
* * *
annual song contest. Mitchell House
was captured by the Smallholders hly, Cardinal Mindszenty was
Party, just fifty per cent more than cepted as the resistance leader 1
took top honors in the serious
Smith North—gay catchy tune
that of the Communists. It was the both Catholics and ProtestanJ
contest and Smith North came A lass and a lad went to Bates
last free eleetion for that part of The previous arrest of the headi
through with the best catchy tune. They put their trust in the fates
the world. It took almost two years the Lutheran Church in Hunganl
Mitchell House
A stroke of the weather brought
of active intervention by the Red Bishop Louis Ordass, on a trumjef
them together .
1st Prize—Serious Ballad
Army to undermine the results of up currency charge was not enoaji)
Thev went out on a date
that election and place the coun- to check his defiance, a defiance •
My Carnival Queen
A faint gleam shone out of their
try under Soviet control.
Your Heaven's Delight
manded by the cannons of God afl
eyes
The stars are above, dear
Youth Groups Banned
human decency. Nor was his del
It must have been love in disguise
It's a wonderful night.
To achieve complete control of a ance unfamiliar. He had bee*
The story is true, it was love thru country it is necessary to destroy marched off to a Nazi prison dresi|
Eyes glistening like snow dear,
and thru
its religious freedom, for religion ed in episcopal robes, attended
I'm lost in your charms,
Why, it even can happen to you
engenders resistance to tyranny. In his clergy, whom he ble-sed wid|
I'm happy tonight, dear
July, 1946, Catholic Youth groups manacled hands.
The moral of this tale is clear
With you in my arms.
were ■banned, subsequently Catho- Communists Find Intrigue
If you'd like someone to call deal
lic priests were arrested, procesDancing with you
Following the usual pattern:
Don't think with a flurry
sions prohibited and publications such cases, the Communist goven
I always knew
Don't call Arthur Murray
refused permission to operate. ment "found" incriminating do
You were the one
We've got what you want right
Catholics
were disfranchised in the ments, and had them photograph^
1 will keep you
here
1*47 elections for reasons which with two dubious looking cleri
In my heart
If you live a life all alone
the U. S. Department found to "bor- and released to the world a fabt
Although the dance is done.
Don't worry your head to the bone der on the grotesque".
lous story of Intrigue climaxed »|
My Carnival Queen, dear
If it yearns for some dates
Schools Nationalized
an account of exchange dealinfl
You will alwavs be mine
Just bring your trousseau to Bates
Seeking an issue which would with NCWC-War Relief Serric*|
(Continued on page foa

POLITICS PREFERRED

Mitchell And Smith North Songs
Are Now Preserved For Posterity

THEATRES

EMPIRE
"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 16, 17, 18, 19

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON — MAINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

GEORGE ROSS
ICE CREAM
Reopened - Remodeled

NSA Tours
(Continued from page one)
length, will depart from San Antonio and Los Angeles for Mexico
City the last week in June. The
students will remain in Mexico City
for seven days, and make extensive
tours to all major points of interest
ill Mexico with a possible weeklong trip to Guatemala and Yucatan.
Tour three is also by air and includes attendance at the summer
session of San Carlos University,
Guatemala.
The campus NSA committee has
been
provided with application
.blanks for interested students. The
students who indicate their interest
by filing these blanks will then be
contacted directly by the InterAmerican Commission.

Pete^ *Penu6€U4,

I

last week. Most of the campus knew him only in his capacity

or depths. Rather Monte Moore's personality, as he displayed
to so many of the fellows, was a constant outgoing. There was

raine" is trying something newStage Manager. It's Bob's job to
see that everything runs smoothly
back-stage during and between arts.
He coordinates property changes,
set movements, music cues and sees
that the technical end of the production operates without mishap.

/

Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
Banana Splits - Sundaes
56 Elm St.
TeL 2-0885

GLENN FORD and
WILLIAM HOLDEN
- in "The Man From Colorado"
ENTIRE WEEK BEGINNING
Feb. 20
WALT DISNEY'S
"So Dear To My Heart"

AUBURN

Wed. and Thurs. - Feb. 16-17
Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid "Old Fashioned Girl" - Gloria Jean
- starring "The Scar" - P. Henreid-J. Bennett
William Powell - Ann Blyth
Fri. and Sat. - Feb. 18-19
"Gun Smugglers" - Holt-Martin
Friday and Saturday Only
"Gallant Blade"
Larry Parks
Five Big Acts of Vaudeville
"King of the Jungle" No. 8
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
Sun., Mon., Tues. - Feb. 20-21-22
Feb. 20, 21, 22, 23
Smart Girls Don't Talk"
WHIPLASH
Virginia Mayo - Bruce Bennett
- starring 'When My Baby Smiles At Me"
Dane Clark - Alexis Smith
Betty Gra-ble - Dan Dailey

ELM HOTEL

0ST1&
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT

Tel. 2-6645

Lewiston
54 ASH STREET

SPECIAL
PURCHASE
SALE
Genuine
Hand-Sewn
Moccasin Loafers
$4.99

LOUNGE-

Usually $6.95
NOW

UNDER

NEW

MANAGEMENT

274 MAIN STREET
Opp. Post Office

STRAND

Thurs., Fri., Sat - Feb. 17, 18, 19

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

PECKS

LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

These hand-sewn true Moc-J

Edrick J. Thibodeau

Orchestra
Every Night

casin

sport

type shoes artj

made of fine quality leatWj
with sturdy soles that wear

BATES
HOTEL
DANCING NIGHTLY

Norris-Hayden Laundry
MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates

Cooper's
SABATTUS STREET

8-12
WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS

Brown,

After an Evening of Toboganing — try our
Agents
Hugh Penny

George Disnard

BEST HAMBURGERS and FRENCH FRIES

AH I

sizes, 4 to 9, AA to B. A col-|
lege girl's must.

LEWISTON

Cash or Charge Basis

Tel. 4-6459

red or green.

Peck's Street Floor
Shoe Dept.
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Worth Cops League Title;
\ South Claims 2nd Place
By

Al Dunham

.g0od number of avid fansa were
, .„ witness the two-igame
b8nd to witness
m
,f ihe first-half winners in
, yOffs
I a current Intramfcral basketball
IK
Alumni gym last
in the
gouth
eliminated the Offw
I «sk sso» * "'
I
■ aggregation in the firs* of
lCS"lPplavon- games on Tuesday
ratner

decisive

&2 39

by a
"
\>]l
However, the Rebels were
l^ed in10 lne runner"uP position
I**18, . .«•
bv Mick Valoras' North
Ipida) pvr *
CM

ton-honor-clinching game on
Tbe
night was a closely fought
I friday
I
„ ,i,roughout_ the first half
I . SouI!i possessing a narrow 21i half time.
However.
Il9 leaJ
racked up 15 points in the
I Vorth
while holding the
Ithirf cant°
erne: •s to no score in that
■ coutn
, time Slim Somerville's forces
lpoureil in 20 markers in the last
I period hU; were unable to overtake
I vtnkees who went on to. win
Don
■ the &&me- aml ,he P'avoffIdialmers. of the losers, was the
■ pace-■ setter for the night scoring 16
■ points while high men for North
Lere Bill Searles and Nick Valoras.

Bates At Maine Tonight;
{northeastern Here Sat.
By Ralph Cate
I The Game; lioopsters will again
jit active this week as they tangle
iiith rtie University of Maine to,ight and Northeastern on Saturiy. The Bobcats looked impresjvf in their recent 75-52 victory
'fnr the Black Rears from Orono.
tan since this crushing defeat, the
Maine ragers have humbled Bowfejn by a -tunning 69-37 score.
The Orono squad has brought up
Ln the intramural ranks two
^comers who last year saw serce for the Maine Annex team. The
o late acquisitions are Dick Keland Bert Goddard, the latter
iring the brother of the present
Maine center. Charlie. The duo of
•ley and Hopkins round out the
am, with Peasley leading the
[aine -corers to date. This effecte fivc.-ome plus several rookies
fcjm the J.V. have induced Coach
im Se?ak to juggle the starting
tup into the much improved agtgation that trounced Bowdoin
an amazing 32 point margin the
er night.
The Northeastern club has looki very good in its outings so far.
nberfng among its victims both
line and Colby. Chuck Diehl and
ga Walsh have been particularly
ni'tan'ling, the latter being espeially deadly with an overhead hook
t^pio:. Walsh incidentally ranks 18th
iionally in scoring averages for
nail schools while operating out of
pivot post. Everything considerXortheastern has a very strong
m and both these coming conts should put the Bates basket^•rs to the test.

EVENING

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes From Campus
95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.

To all appearances, it seems that
the Bates track team has not yet
recovered from the effects of final
exams and carnival weekend. Badly undermanned, and rather out of
condition, the Bobcats absorbed an
80 Z-3 to 36 1-3 defeat at the hands
of Northeastern.

Age and experience proved just
too much for Brunswick High, as
the Bates Bobkittens, riding on the
crest of their fourth straight vicory, easily defeated the "men in
white" 53-33, before a large croVd
at Alumni gym. The frosh second
team played most of -the -game
when it became apparent after the
first period that if the starting five
were allowed to continue it would
be "no contest". Bob" Johnson of
Brunswick took scoring honors for
the night with lfi points, while
Larry Quimby and Norm Brackett
paced the victors with W and 10
points respectively.

Even such stars as "Red" Home
and Hal Moores failed to come
across with winning performances
as a loaded Northeastern team
provided plenty of high calibre
competition. The one consistent
Bates performer who came through
After four minutes of play in the
with winning performances was
Hugh Mitchell who scored firsts in first period, Thompson gave Brunswick a 2-0 lead with a neat set shot
both the discus and shot.
from the side. The lead was short
As usual Bates dM not have
enough men, but in addition the lived, however, as Quimby hooked
in a jump shot and Norbury a layperformers they did have were not
up to take the frosh to the front.
in the best of shape. The Bobcats
Brunswick moved to one point of
can usually count on winning perthe "Kittens" midway in the peformances from Sawyers in the 600,
riod, but after Cory rsgistered from
'Moores in the 1000 and Home in
the side the scoring spark was lit
the mile, but such performances
for the frosh, as they rolled to an
were not forthcoming Saturday.
easy 17-7 lead at the quarter.
Sawyers tightened up in the 600
The second period was all Bales
and finished out of the running. In
as
they scored almost at will
the mile and the 1000, both Home

The second half of the Intramural basketbajl schedule got underway this past Monday evening. The
current schedule calls for three
nights of play a week, and this offers much promising entertainment
and sport for both players and
spectators. The spectator interest
was very commendable during the
first-half play and we hope that it
will be even more so in this coming
half. Come on over, it's for FREE.

!and Moores made valiant bids for
victory, but both finished second to
Northeastern men.

Frosh Tracksters
Lose To Lewiston
By John Small
Joe Topping's Lewiston High
School Blue Devils showed enough
unexpected strength to nip the
Bates frosh trackmen in a close
53-53 decision at the cage last Friday afternoon.
Lewiston simply had too much
depth and although Nate Boone,
the Englewood Express, who equaled the freshman cage record for
the forty yard dash at 4.8 seconds,
and his teammate Norm Hammer
continued winning their specialties,
the Blue Devils, scoring in every
event, and sweeping the &60 yard
run and the discus, captured the
meet.
The Bobkittens scoring went like
this: Nate Boone, first in the 40
yard dash, the 300, and the broad
jump; Norm Hammer, capturiia
the 45 yard low and high hurdles,
third in the broad jump, a tie for
first along with Dick Bellows and
Paul Walker in the high jump, and
a second in the 300; John Small,
third in the shotput; Gene Harley.
second in both the mile and the
1000; Dick Bellows, first in the pole
vault; Murphy, third in the 1000;
and Bob Harty. second in the 40.

By N. Norton-Taylor
You thought that last Saturday's
Colby game was pretty hot, did
you? You should have seen the allsenior -girls' game between Rand
and the Parkers. It was a honey,
despite the lopsided score of 42-23.
in favor of Rand. Smokey Stover
and Janie Brown were really "on"

SNACK

By Art Hutchinson

The game on Tuesday, which led
up to the final contest on Friday,
found the Rebels jumping on Norm
and Jesse's Off-Campus gang, 5239. Both teams battled nip and tuck
for three periods with a mere 3 or
4 points separating each team's
score, but in the final quarter
South ran wiM and widened the
margin of tallies to its final 13
point difference. Hal Cornforth led
the Southerners' scoring punch
with 17 points while his mate, Don
Chalmers, pushed in 12. Off-Campus
divided its high scoring honors between John Houston, Dick Flanagan, and Chick Leahey, each of
whom tossed in 8 points-

TUwd and 7tote&
For That . . .

Thinclads Fall Frosh Five Picks Up Two More Wins; Skiers Lose At
Before Power
Colby; Woodin
Brunswick
And
Gould
Easy
Victims
Of Northeastern
New Captain

who contributed 13 and 12 points
each, respectively.

The freshmen took seven first
places and swept the high jump
with-Norm Hammer, Dick Bellows,
and Paul Walker, making his first
appearance on the squad, all clearing five feet, six inches. The Blue
Devils took only five firsts but
placed enough men in the second
and third positions to edge out the
Bobkittens in the last event by he
slim margin of two points.

THREE

l'n the sprints, Bates fared badly.
Northeastern swept the 40, and
Bates' only point in these events
came when Hutchinson managed to
get a third in the 300. However, in
the 45 yard high hurdles, the rapidly improving Don Roberts copped a
second. Bates also got some surprising points when Clayt Curtis
tied for first in the pole vault, an
event in which Bates is usually not
even represented. Joe Mitchell's tie
for second also added a few points
to the Bobcat cause.
The high spot of the meet was
undoubtedly the high jumping of
Willette of Northeastern who, after some urging from his teammates, made a neat little 6 ft. 3 in.
jump which is as good jumping as
the Bates cage will probably see all
this season.
Next Saturday, Bates will entertain Colby in a dual meet at the
cage. The Bobcats will have another week to recover from the midyears ravages, and since Colby is
more in our league, an interesting
meet should result. It will probably be a close meet which anyone cou!d win, and after last
week's beating, the Bobcat will be
trying eagerly for a win.
that day. Shorty Weber's Parkerites couldn't stop them.
'Twas a good game twixt the
"mongrel" sophs and the West
Parker frosh. The sophs caane out
on top, 32-30.
(Incidentally, that
term "mongrel", originated with
Holly Hollingsworth who needed a
name
for
her
"conglomerate"
team.)
The "mongrel" frosh - Cheney
sophs game was postponed temporarily.
Hope you're back on training
again this week. Try to keep your
slips up to date, okay? If you're
not on training, how about trying
it for a semester? It's good for your
will power as well as your figure.
You need a year of training to be
eligible for awards and the Betty
Bates contest, so it's worth a try.
On this week's schedule — more
basketball games in next to the

against their helpless opponents
who, as hard as they tried, could
seem to do no right. At half time
the Bobkittens enjoyed a comfortable 36-12 margin.
A fighting Brunswick team returned to the court in the third
period to steal the play away from
the frosh, limiting the latter to only
two points during the period. Johnson, of Brunswick, treated the
crowd to one of the sharpest exhibitions of shooting seen this season
as he calmly scored six straight set
shots out of six attempts, all coming from near mid-court. It was the
one bright spot in the contest
which was otherwise a dull and
listless affair. Bates continued their
scoring in the final moments to win
easily going away.

The competitive skiing done during our recent carnival was for various reasons not an official meet,
and as^a result no team scores
were kept. Colby was unable to attend and there was some mix-up
with Bowdoin so that it was decided to keep it upon a more or less
informal basis.

The events marked the last appearance of Captain Phil Houghton for Bates as he graduated*it
mid-years. He left In a blaze of
glory as he won the jumping competition with the longest jump of
the day as well as the greatest average per jump. In the slalom he
finished second between two Bowdoin skiers. Russ Woodin. who succeeds Phil as captain, finished secPaced by Larry Quimby, scoring ond in the jumping. The crossace of the frosh team, the Bobkit- country and downhill events did
tens easily whipped Gould Acad- not take place.
emy last Wednesday, 70-44. QuimLast weekend seven men along
by, six foot five inch center, had his with Don Peck, the manager, made
best day of the current season as the trip to compete in the Colby
he scored 28 points, only two of winter carnival. All of the Maine
which came by the free throw colleges were present as well as
route. Bates grabbed an early lead Tufts with competition being exin the first stanza and was never tremely rugged. In addition, skiing
conditions were very poor with an
headed.
icy crust making the events hazardous. As a team the Bates squad
failed to register many points and
ended up out of the money in
fourth place.
Russ Woodin carried the load,
garnering a fifth place in the slalom and finishing only four seconds
off the pace in the downhill event.
In the cross-country Gilbert. Greim.
and Hall finished for Bates in that
order. In the downhill Greim,
Jones, and Radcliffe scored behind
Woodin while Greim, Jones, and
Shaw came in behind Russ in the
slalom.
All things considered, the boys
gave a good account of themselves
and a successful time was had by
all. Future meets are in the tentative stage at this point and will be
reported on later. The freshmen expect to compete in about two
weeks if all goes well.

>-r tl ittfeiii
Glen Collins is certainly an excellent proof that the little man
still plays a potent part in a game
tha is praccially ruled by tall men,
and the speed, endurance, and accuracy that he possesses, enable
him to keep up with the much bigger boys.
Glen was born in August of 1929
in Manchester, Conn. He attended
the local high school which, by the
way, has produced many Bates students. Sports of all kinds were his
main interest in high school, especially soccer, basketlball. track, and
baseball.

Glen Collins

shape to play at all in the main atvery important part in the impres- traction.
For many summers now Glen has
sive string of victories strung up
been working on tobacco farms
by Irv Heuther's five, last year.
ball, and baseball, and he played a

ihroughout Connecticut which no
This season Glen, along with
Ralph Perry, has been working

doubt accounts for his aversion to
all forms of smoking.
overtime for Mr. Petro. The Jayvee
When he is not practicing basketgames have been fast and furious
ball, you can usually find him hamso you have to be in pretty good
mering away at rocks over at Carnegie, as he is majoring in geology,
last week of competition; Winter a field in which he should do as
Sports Day at Poland Spring next well as in his scholastic and athSunday for skiing and skating. letic achievements of the past as
Shirley Mann is in charge of ar- well as the present.
rangements for the Poland trip.
Bob Creamer
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4-iovo viexo Cavo an old Soigsowui?

TALKING IT OVER
WITH BROADWAY
SINGING STAR,
SANDRA Mil.

Phone 2-5612

STERLING
for fine homes

Petromen Edge Providence By 67-65 Count;
Outlast Smooth Working Visitors In Thriller
By Dave Turkeltaub
Last Thursday evening Bates and
Providence
fouled
their
way
through a close, rough-and-tumble
basketlball session, the home Bol>cats.coming out on top. 67-65.
The Petromen won the game on
the foul line. The club scored a
total of 31 foul shots, 2.3 in the latter half, while being outscored
from the floor, IS buckets to 26.
The visitors from Rhode Island
committed a total of 36 personals
to contribute to their defeat.

IVE SMOKED CAMELS FOR A
NUMBER OF YEARS AND
I KNOW HOW MILD CAMELS
ARE. I MADE THE MILDNESS
TEST A LONG TIME AGO!

a margin of 17-8 after the first
eight minutes. The visitors soon
found themselves and with four
minutes remaining until intermission tied up the game at 31-31, and
then went ahead to establish a 3834 pull at half-time.
Before five minutes had elapsed
in the second period, the Bobcats
closed the gap, with eight free
throws and a lay up. at 44-a.U. The
lead see-sawed back and forth with
neither team gaining more than a
four-point edge. Bill Simpson fouled out mid-way in the period, yet
Bates stayed in the thick of things
and entered the final minute with
a four-point bulge, holding on to
triumph. 67-65.
Hill Simpson was high man for
the home quintet with 16 markers;
"Ace" Bailey contributed 16, and
I Bob Carpenter added 14 to the
total.
the Little State Series title.
Saturday should provide a keen
scoring duel between Inga Walsh,
lanky center of Northeastern, and
Bill Simpson. Both players are in
the top twenty nationally in scoring averages for small schools. Hy
Berry, a senior, has left the squad
due to a heavy schedule this semester. Waldo Tibbetts has rejoined the squad and the sturdy guard
should see much action in the concluding games. Aggressive and a
good shot, Waldo will add to the
Garnet attack, while turning in an
effective defensive game.

WELL, JOHNNY, SINCE I TRIED
THE 30-DAy MILDNESS TEST,
CAMELS ARE My CIGARETTE,
TOO, CAMELS ARE SO MILD
— AND SO FULL FLAVORED!

\

Cuff Links
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._ rAMCL
TEST
Make the
CAMil 30-DAY
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Arc A Fine Combination

P P*ttern» »>y Towle, Internm-

Gorham Reed Bart<m

*

Dick Scott and Bill Simpson were
both forced to sit out a large portion of the encounter. "Scotty"
committed his fourth personal late
in the first half and was held in
reserve until late in the second period. Bill also had four fouls
against him just atfer intermission.
He retired to the bench, returning
for a final drive in the last ten
minutes. It was probably the biggest factor in Bates' loss. "Big
Bill" tossed in thirteen counters in
the initial period, but was reduced
to five in the final quarter, although he look high scoring honors
for the night.

«, *, bounce <o t*>• «'

...and you'll know!
&MH

l&Ut ,„ t,. ?'ace sett'ng costs as
[ttji Tax
' 'ncIudin8 20% Fed"

'

Bates abandoned the fast break
for the evening, using a slow, deliberate style of attack to set up
sure baskets. The Waterville quintet was content to follow the home
club's
lead,
only
occasionally
forcing a faster pace. The result
was a slow game with pretty bail
handling and play making. Both
teams stressed a tight man-to-man
defense.

Play started slowly as the Petromen opened up a 4-0 advantage on
Simpson's shooting. By the five
minute mark Bates' edge was only
6-5. No more than three points separated the teams for the remainder
of the half as the lead see-sawed
back and forth. Half time saw Colby in front, 25-2.9.
Simpson came out of his usual
post position to act as play maker
for the major part of the period,
but returned to the bucket in the
later moments as Coach Petro kept
shifting strategy in an attempt to
stop the Mules.
In the final portion the victors
opened a wider lead against a Bobcat outfit minus Scott and Simpson, and were ahead 42>36 midway
through the canto. The much-needed duo returned and brought Bates
within one tally, 42-41. That" was
the closest the Petromen came.
With two minute- remaining the
home team was still in the fray,
W-47, but final Coilby scores iced
the verdict. 55-4S.
Coach Petro abandoned his Tzone defense for the evening, hoping to cross up the Mule attack.
However, ball-handling, play-making Ted Shiro was up to the occasion and directed the Waterville
offense effectively. "Tubby" Washburn led Colby with 14 markers.

With New-

ppTowle, Sterling
'of dependable quality,
will add great beauty to
Your home. Get a few
P'ecej at a time . . .

E?

Colby College virtually clinched
the State Series title in basketball
Saturday night at Alumni gym by
edging out the Bobcats, 55-48, in
a contest that was close and evenly played throughout.

The contest was kept at a fast
pace throughout, the lead changing
hands six times and the count
knotted eight. Providence employed a man-to-man defense. Bates
By Joel Price
countering with a T-zone in the iniLast week found the Cats resum- tial half and a man-to-man in the
ing activity with two closely con- second portion.
tested battles. Four more games
Bates jumped ahead and enjoyed
and the 1948-49 hardwood campaign
will be a matte*- of history.
deadly from the 15 foot mark as
Saturday, Colby won a good
they converted a nice 31 out of 41,
ball game and showed itself
all of which should put the Cats
worthy of State Series honors.
into the national foul shooting
Both teams were below par in
rankings for small schools.
their shooting but the Mules in
Thus far unheralded have
the end proved the steadier
been
the Jayvees who are unclub. Bill Simpson was again
his marvelous self. Too bad
defeated in five engagements.
"Wistful Willie" isn't superThe first five consisting of
man.
Glen Collins, Lee Blackmon,
The Providence tilt proved an inBob LaPointe, Ralph Perry and
teresting one as it pitted two fastLefty Faulkner have looked
breaking outfits against each other.
very sharp to date and have
Whistle tooters, Andy Olson and
gained valuable experience inJohnny Fortunato, had a busy sesdeed. A triumph over Maine tosion indeed, charging a mere C2
personal fouls. The locals were
night will assure the JV's of

WM'S ORK-H10T,

FRENCH CUFF SHIRTS

By Dave Turkeltaub
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On entering Bates in the fall of
1947, Glen kept up an excellent
scholastic record while participating in Freshman basketball, foot-

ColbyDowns Bates 55-48
Simpson Scores 18 Points

u xn^av Camel Mildness Test.
Yes, make ^.^^Camels are.

For That Dressy Occasion
wikly examinations, reported

'

|£« * Wallace at $24.50 plac..etW* to included).

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE

Vrt Watch Repairing

Wone-Bsgood Co.
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Smoke Camels and test them in your own
•T-Zooe." T for taste, T for throat. If, at
any time, you are not convinced that Camels
are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels
and we will refund its full purchase price,
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C
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THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
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PHONE 83356
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Kiwanis Hears Bates Frosh Debaters Go
Run On Business Basis To Portland Meet
Describing Bates College as a
college proud to be located in the
Twin Cities of Maine", President
Charles F. Phillips of Bates today
took the Lewiston-Auburn Kiwanis
Club on a behind-the-scenes tour
of how a college is operated. He
was guest speaker at the regular
Wednesday noon meeting of the
club.
"From the point of view of everyday operation," said Dr. Phillips,
"a college is organized very much
like a business firm. Just as a business sorts out its major functions
and places a person in charge of
each one, a college does likewise.

Comrnunity Chest, to the Red
Cross, and to other essential activities. They help to educate many
of your sons and daughters who are
our students. They take time to lecture at meetings of many local organizations.
"In addition, the college is responsible for many thousands of
dollars of business enjoyed by Lewiston-Auburn business firms. A
large part of the college budget,
which is now in excess of $750,000.
is spent locally for food, supplies,
and wages. Our building program
provides business for local architects, metal working firms, electricians, and the like. Our students
support local movies, buy shoes
and clothing in local stores, and
are visited by their parents who
stay in local hotels, buy gasoline at
local filling stations, and take their
meals in local restaurants."
In conclusion, President Phillips
extended a cordial welcome to all
Lewiston-Auburn citizens to visit
the Bates campus and participate in
campus events. "You are welcome
to attend chapel and assembly programs at any time. Many of you
already enjoy our football and basketball games, our debates, and our
plays, but we hope that even more
will participate in these events in
the future. We want Bates to be
known as the college which is located in a community where Town
and Gown are one."

"For example, one of the major
functions with which any college is
concerned is the admission of students. At Bates this job is divided
between two people — one dealing with young men and the other
with women. Although we admitted slightly over 200 freshmen last
fall, our two admission officers processed over 1100 applications. Specifically this means they carried on
correspondence with
over
1100
young men and women, received
over 3.300 reference statements re-,
gardins these applicants, interviewed many of them on the Bates campus, and travelled widely over the
eastern United States to interview
others."
Other major functions described
by Dr. Phillips included the college's education program, construction and maintenance of grounds
and buildings, alumni relations, pubPolitics Preferred
lic information, and financial sup(Continued from page two)
port.
with the purpose of bringing CardiHe pointed out that as a pri- nal Mindszenty to trial for treason
vate college Bates operates mainly to the government. A study of the
upon income from students, gifts, trial reveals that certain of the
and income from endowment fund. Cardinal's predictions made last
"Although our endowment fund of fall have come true. Describing in
approximately $2,000,000 is relative- clinical detail the effects of the
ly small and although our tuition drug actedron, he had warned
and board and room charges are against believing any statements or
relatively low, we operate with a confession* he might be forced to
balanced budget. We think such a make during his trial. He now
sound financial operation is essen- stands convicted. The Cardinal has
tial to continuation of our educa- been imprisoned,
tional program.
600 Clergymen In Prison
"Not only is Bates College proud
Over six hundred Catholic and
to be located in the Twin Cities, I Protestant clergymen are in Hunbut we think in turn that we con- : garian prisons. The General Astribute something to the area. Our senibly of the United Nation- is aufaculty member's are your neigh- thorized to make recommendations
bors; they belong to your clubs and for the purpose of "assisting in the
churches; they contribute to the realization of human rights for all,

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4

Registered

Saturday, Feb. 19, the Bates
freshman debate team will travel to
Portland, Maine, to participate in
the School tournament which is being held at South Portland High
School.
1 he topic for the tourney will be
resolved: That the United Nations
now be revised into a federal world
government. Representing the Bates
affirmative will be William Kuhn,
David Moore, Elizabeth Townshenu, and Lawrence Kimbali. Debating on the negative side of the
topic will be John Moore, Stanley
Patterson, Robert Wheatley, and
Richard Goldman.

Committee Makes Final
Amalgamation Plans
After four months of weekly and
semi-weekly meetings lasting from
an hour to three hours, the Amalgamation Committee is nearing
completion of its task to draw up a
constitution tor an amalgamated
student government. As has been
stated previously, this constitution,
accompanied by a prospectus, will
be presented to the faculty and both
student government groups for
analysis and detailed discussion,
and its final draft will be placed before the student body.
A sub-committee headed by Joseph Mitchell and including Arnold
Alperstein, Marjorie Lemka, and
Jane Kendall has been working on
the election procedure for the new
government. This procedure, which
will differ in several respects from
that in practice now, will be incorporated into the constitution. Judith
Hawkins is drafting a preamble for
that document. Burton Hammond
and Helen Papaioanou drew up a
tentative budget for the new government, and this report was given
careful study at a recent meeting.

7 Days A Week

Manuscripts submitted for entrance by the four new members
were read and critically discussed
by the entire club during the meeting. These included "Tomorrow",
an essay by Hamlin; "Thoughts by
the Sea", a poem by Lyla; "Just
Meant to Be", a short story by
Beatrice, and three manuscripts by
Alida.
Refreshments were served. The
club's next meeting is scheduled for
March 8.

Deutscher Verein
The regular meeting of the Deutscher Verein was held on Feb. 8 in
the Lutheran Church Vestry. Ruth
Fehlau was in charge of the program which concerned the life and
times of Martin. Luther. Robert
Schmidt presented the external factors of the Reformation and the
background of the period. Rev.
Fehlau told the club about Martin
Luther, the man, his convictions
and ideals.
The meeting closed with the singing of many of Luther's hymns
including "Ein Festes Burg."
Next month the subject for discussion will be the "Aufkiaerur.g,"
the age of enlightenment, in Germany. Edith Routier and Enid Jones
are in charge of plans.
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NICHOLS TEA ROOM
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LUPRDS
WARD BROS

Confectionery

RESTAURANT

"She's well dressed . . . she buys her
clothes at WARD BROS.'
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Taxi Service
Call

4-4066
Radio Cabs

79 Lisbon St.
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Bus Service

Eddie "Nuts" Kane
HE'S ON THE LOOSE EVERY NITE

.

Tel. 2.6422

NEW!

PLAZA GRILL

Hamburgers In Town

THE LOBSTER

ERNIE'S MARKET
Closest Spot to Campus

Lewiston

M* Shut

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

One Stop

^FLOWER.

COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE"
By Wire

. . . to. . .
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195

Lisbon St.

Take Your
£255

552

CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St. Store

X$>irriiiAMMs\ UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

Convenient To The Campus

Admits Men and Women

JOY

Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration— Sept. 12 to it, 1919

INN

COLLEGE SERVICE

Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800
V»T-

PALA

noon

STECKINO~HOTEL

INCORPORATED

<*T^

ttEJUWETO * FURRIER*
Agent: Marge Lemka
E. Parker Hall

Orchestra Fri. & Sat. - 8-12
No Cover - No Minimum

104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in

SKI - BOOTS

REDUCED !

ITALIAN - AMERICAN

Reg. $12.95 pr. - Now $10.95

FOOD

Genuine Chippewa Ski-Boots
Sizes 4% to 10J4"

STEAKS - CHOPS

Complete Stocks of Men's & Women's
Shoe Skates and Skiing Needs

PIZZA PIES

Phone 4-4041
TeL 4-4151

MODERN

249 Main St

Tel. 4-8332

Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

SAM'S
268 Main St.

FRANGEDAKIS'

LEWISTON, MAINE

Lewiston, Me.

Italian Sandwich

Boston Tea Store

TeL 2-7351

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

177 Main St.
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"Why Go to Church?" was the
The Placement Office 'now has ing to do with specific teach'
topic of discussion at Friday evencompleted
folders ready for use this iert matter of cam]idatei "H^
The Carnival contests this year
ing's meeting of the Bates DevoS
spring fotr about 120 candidates and whether or not the
tional Fellowship. Mr. Frederick included skiing for women and and it is expected that registrations would be interested at sal ^'S
Hayes, a Bates graduate and pastor men, a hockey game, and the tradi- still in process will bring the num- cated has something t0 ,i r'ei H.
of the High Street Congregational tional snowshoe softball game, the ber to between at least 150. These re- recommendation of candid*^
Church in Auburn, introduced the LJJ- Q
race, the snow sculpture quirements are a primary placement
F.ducation candidates
mu5,
suDJect by giving an 'explanatory
and the song contest. The men's responsibilities of the office at this expect that they will ah*
a
talk.
about vacancies that occur * k»"^
skiing events, part of a ski meet time of year.
The following reasons for going with Bowdoin, included jumping
Inquiries are coming in with reBusiness placements are 0
to church were given by Mr. Hayes. and slalom runs. The longest jump gard to summer work. The amount ent basis,
First, he pointed out that according
was made by Philip Houghton, of of time the office can devote to
Some inquiries are rec e
to Christian~doctrine, the soul needs
'ved
Bates, who also had the best jump- summer placement is limited but mterviewers sometime come ;\
the fellowship of other souis to bethose
who
wish
to
register
can
now
ing average, 56ft. Russell vVoodin.
campus to see business tra' ° *'
come what Cod intended it to be.
also of Bates, had the second best fill out forms, so that they will be didates. However, much -'f,h•
Second, the fact that people recogaverage, 55ft. and Flynn, of Lewis- considered for summer job oppor- is ctrried on by direct mail ,.
nize
their
personal
inadequacy
ton High, came in third with a 54ft. tunities.
use of the placement folders ai
'*■** '
causes them to attend church as a
average.
Seniors Should Repeat Leads.
and women. Larger finm
confession of that inadequacy. Such
i::r|
ganizations especially onts
The first place of the slalom,
factors as a sense of thanksgiving,
Seniors .who have registered on
of dedication, or of adoration enter which is determined by the sum of the business, side of the placement whom the office has had D •
contacts have sufficient turno/"?
the time for two runs, went to
into the situation, also.
bureau, who know, of leads that their employment and , ], "
ur
White of Bowdoin with a time of
would be helpful in their placement
Mr. Hayes stated that there was ,5.8 sec. Houghton of Bates came in
for young men and women i0
campaign should call at the Placea perennial question in the minds of second with 42.5 sec, and Hwosopenings that direct contact rfJ
mended
for a vacancy. Factors hav- sort is useful.
leaders of worship: whether the ser- cliinsky of Bowdoin with 43.2 sec.
ment Office and report any informvice should be for tho?e who are
When interest has n
ation
that will be helpful in the
The hockey game, played between
arou^
believers in the church, or for those
in
a candidate it is. of cc*>rse, u
who are not believers, but wish to two teams of Bates men, ended in planning of their job campaigns.
cessary to follow up with a per.
•oy
be. Generally, he said, the former a 2-2 tie. The softball game was
It should be understood by appli- application.
won
by
the
students,
who
defeated
case prevails in modern churches.
cants and as a matter of general inThe office has already held prek
the faculty with a score of 6-2. Jean
formation to the student and the
inary discussions with almost
Following the preliminary talk, 1'ierroway and Kenneth Hilt won
student body as a whole that Educandidates as to their needs
there was a discussion in which the the lollipop race.
cational placements result from depreferences. There will he contastudents gave their views and Mr.
The snow sculpture contest" was finite notices of vacancies received
ing conferences with candi^
Hayes answered questions.
won by Wilson House, which was from school officials. A candidate is
presented with the cup donated by recommended and the papers for- whose papers are completed
Nelson Home, president of the
work out detail of their job ^
Michael Buccigross for the best warded. Usually candidates are notChr:»tian Association, announced
palgns.
sculpture.
ified when they are being recomthat the Devotional Fellowship will
be in charge of a vesper service to
The song contest this year was
be given in the chapel on Maundy divided into two sections, gay and
Thursday, April 4. A committee serious. Smith North won the gay
EAT AT
consisting of Carol Hollingworth. department, and
Mitchell House
S. S. Woodbury, Prop.
Ruth Klawuun. and Arthur Thurbcr the serious, with honorable mention
will arrange the program.
uoing to Cheney House.
Fancy Groceries and

?&^$fe£*>

for

Courtesy

Winning Entries

Placement Registration Nears En(t
Office Completes Student Folders

Now Making The Best

$4.95 — really a $6.50 value
-

Robert Hamlin, Lyla Nichols,
Beatrice O'Brien, and Alida Wilson
were formally admitted to the Spofford Club at its meeting in Dr.
Wright's home last evening.

162 LISBON STREET

HAND SEWN GIRLS' LOAFERS — WEDGE HEELS

Brown, Red," Green. Saddle

Spoffard Club Admits Rev. Hayes Leads Bates Carnival Prizes
Four, Discusses Work Devotional Fellowship Distributed To

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

203 COLLEGE STREET

Tel. 3-0031

FEBRUARY 16, 1949

The Marvin Hotel Lounge

Open 7 A. M. to Midnight

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

STUDENT,

(Continued from page one)
stroys it. Because of this physiological
phenomenon,
a
theory
has been developed, namely that
the use of a radioactive substance
which is naturally concentrated by
certain body tissues, will cause the
destruction of cancerous growths in
those tissues. Experiments of this
without distinction as to race, sex, nature are being carried out in
language, or religion". Religious hopes of developing a new treatpersecution clearly falls within its ment for one of today's most dread■scope.
ed diseases.

MAKING SANDWICHES
Selling All Beverages

Pharmacists

BATES
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